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New Travel Soap Case Promises to End
the Mess
New soap case designed to let soap dry without leaking
Bar soap was invented over 4800 years ago, yet the age-old problem of mushy wet bar soap was not
solved until now with the patent pending invention of Carry-DriTM travel soap case.
Carry-DriTM Travel Soap Case is the answer to the 4800-year-old problem!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Rochester, NY. – The newly released Carry-DriTM Travel Soap Case features elevated vent holes that
allow air to get in and dry your soap, but prevent water from leaking out.
Traditional travel soap cases are designed to be completely sealed, with the intention of preventing any
leakage. The problem is that also prevents your soap from drying. In reality, wet soap doesn't have that
much liquid water, so why seal up the whole case? Carry-DriTM is designed to just capture the small
amount of water from wet soap by using elevated vent holes placed a small distance from the outside of
the case.
This innovative soap case design gives bar soap users the freedom to travel the world with their bar
soap risk free; no more oozing bar soap in luggage or gym bags. People have told their amazing stories
of how great Carry-DriTM works in their traveling bags, motorcycle saddle bags, gym bags and more!
Carry-DriTM has been offered on Amazon for less than a year and is already rated 4.7/5 Stars and listed
as one of the top results on Amazon for travel soap cases. It sells alongside the top 10 sellers that have
been selling on Amazon for years. Everyday households across the U.S. are recognizing this innovative
solution to mushy soap and are purchasing Carry DriTM as a must have travel accessory.
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About
Carry-DriTM is the invention of Terrell Teague, an independent inventor based in the US.
Web: travelsoapcase.com
Email: tteague@portineer.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/travelsoapcase
Instagram: @travelsoapcase
Twitter: travelsoapcase
Phone: 585-967-2769
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